OFF THE FLOOR
Books, art, movies, etc...
Words: KIRSTY ALLISON

WHAT A YEAR!

Two-thousand-nineteen — beautiful ring to that, but here are the best
excuses we found for staying OFF THE FLOOR in 2018. Yeah, it’s our big up
ourselves round-up, get Googling for everything you missed out on…
AKALA — we interviewed him exclusively
about his brilliant and controversial book on
growing up in systemically racist schools in
Britain. Check out Natives: Race And Class In
The Ruins Of Empire.
James Lavelle spoke to us about The Man From
Mo’ Wax, the brilliant story on caning it while
running a record label. Rough Trade Books
started. Stormzy promised to unleash Merky
Books via Penguin/Random House.
We wrote about films: Matangi/Maya/M.I.A.
discussed the polarities of celebrity, mass
media and rebel roots. Doc N Roll’s jury prize
was ring-a-linging with respect to Windrush,
awarding it to the seminal Rudeboy (50 years
of Trojan Records). More great films included
British Library Music, Studio 54, Yardie, Era Of
Dance, Obey, and two from director Sebastian
Leilo with sound from Matthew Herbert, who
also released The Music, a book written as an
audio description of musical temperaments.

X-RAY SPEC

“I USED to go to Shoom club, dance music gave
me confidence and freedom. I don’t think I’d
have become an artist otherwise, I had a suit
on in an office till then,” says Nicholas Veasey,
who started out working as a photographer for
magazines such as The Face and i-D. “I guess
my background in graphic design told me X-ray
would look good. It’s an honest process. It has
integrity, it reveals how a subject is designed,
whether that be by man or by nature. It’s what
is on the inside that really matters.”
He got a portfolio together, took it to New York,
and has since collaborated with Nike, Adidas,

We spoke to David Stubbs about his brilliant
dissection of electronic music from its very
beginnings in Mars By 1980, we suggested
having a look at Madison Washington
MC Malik Crumpler’s collected raps, Jake
Shears’ Boys Keep Swinging story on
growing up in gay discos, Raw by Wu Tang’s
U-God and Goldie’s All Things Remembered.
There was art from Lionrock’s Justin
Robertson, Seth Troxler presenting his
fave artist Scooter in London, expanding
consciousness with DJ Leila, and Mr C’s
acting debut. In lieu of having enough
females contributing to the canon, editor
Kirsty Allison stepped up with her new
project, Children Of The Burning Sun, and
opened Andrew Weatherall’s Convenanza
Festival in Carcassonne, played the debut
Ibiza Literary Festival at Pikes (with Irvine
Welsh and John Niven), took to the debut
Bridlit Fringe Festival, and will perform in a
programme including Mira Calix at Ipswich
Mercedes and H&M, and worked with the V&A to
explore Balenciaga. His still lives are strikingly
simple, resonating with the beauty of human
workmanship.
“I’ve done a lot with musical instruments:
a trumpet, cornet, tuba, saxophone,” he
says. “And beatboxes — when I was doing the
piece about two Technics decks and a mixer,
we had to chop two decks in half [to show
the inner workings], and we nearly killed
ourselves. My father-in-law was holding
the angle-grinder and nearly chopped his
manhood.”
Veasey is now opening his own gallery in
Lenham, near Maidstone in Kent, stunningly

Art Gallery for the Women 100 show, on 15th
December.
Plus, we issued a special report on
Crowd-funding versus The State. General
observation: more women required for the Off
The Floor liberation front.
designed by Guy Hollaway Architects, with
neo-modernist echoes of nearby Dungeness.
Doubling as an X-ray bunker studio, he told
DJ Mag, “My life savings have gone into this
place. Rather than showing what galleries and
museums think we should, we can show our
own stuff. Time will tell if that’s a good idea!”
And is it a good place for a party? “I’m a bit
too house-proud to hold a rave here.”
•processgallery.art
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